
Data Processing for Site Test InterferometersM.A. Holdaway, Simon J.E. Radford, F.N. Owen, and Scott M. FosterNational Radio Astronomy ObservatoryJune 27, 1995AbstractThe NRAO site test interferometers measure atmospheric path length uctuations on a300 m baseline. Here we describe data products derived from those measurements that can beused for site intercomparison and atmospheric modeling. As a demonstration of this analysis,we have processed two weeks of data from the instrument in Chile for 1995 May.IntroductionTo further evaluate possible sites for the MMA, NRAO has installed two site test inter-ferometers, one at the VLBA site at 3720 m on Mauna Kea and the other at 5000 m nearCerro Chajnantor in northern Chile (near San Pedro de Atacama). These interferometersobserve geostationary satellites to measure path length uctuations due to inhomogeneouslydistributed water vapor. Unless they can be calibrated on short time scales, such uctuationsare a fundamental limit to the angular resolution of observations at millimeter and submillime-ter wavelengths. From these measurements we wish to characterize the temporal and spatialvariations of the path length, to estimate the natural seeing limits at given frequencies, andto estimate residual phase errors associated with a variety of phase calibration schemes. Thisinformation will ultimately be used to select the best site.Interferometer and Phase Time SeriesEach interferometer (Radford et al. 1995) has two 1.8 m antennas separated by 300 m.On Mauna Kea, the interferometer observes an unmodulated beacon at 11.7269 GHz onGstar4 (105� W longitude, 29� elevation) and at Cerro Chajnantor, the instrument observes a11.198 GHz beacon on Intelsat 601 (27.5� W longitude, 36� elevation). The power signal-to-noise ratio is 65 dB Hz�1 on Mauna Kea and 58 dB Hz�1 at Cerro Chajnantor. The receivedsignals are ampli�ed, downconverted, and transmitted to a central station, where they arefurther downconverted and the signal from one antenna is phase locked to the satellite beacon.These signals are then �ltered, downconverted to 5 kHz, and digitized at 20 ksamples sec�1.The digital streams are multiplied and averaged for 1 s to extract the relative phase of thesignals and the phase time series is written to a �le in 60 s blocks along with engineering data.Graphical summaries of the data and of the instrument performance are faxed to our o�cesonce or twice daily. The raw data are copied to tape and retrieved every month or two. Eachblock of sixty 1 s phases is perfectly synchronous, i. e., no samples are lost, and the gapsbetween the blocks are a few �10 ms. This time series is the starting point for the analysisdescribed here. 1



Desired Data ProductsThe primary data products that can be determined from �10 minute segments of the inter-ferometer phase time series include:� The phase structure function (Tatarski, 1961) parameterized by the rms phase on the300 m baseline, ��, and the exponent of a power law �t to the phase structure function,�. The phase structure function D�, is given byD�(�) = h(�(��)� �(�+ ��))2i ' �2� � �300m�2� ; (1)where � is the distance between two antennas and � is the atmospheric phase. Given thephase structure function, we can predict the rms phase on any baseline shorter than themeasured baseline and extrapolate to the rms phase on longer baselines.� Any evidence for a change in the structure function exponent with baseline (time scale).� An estimate of the wind velocity at the mean height of the turbulent water vapor.We can also construct some derived data products from these primary data products. Theseinclude:� The cumulative distributions of the rms phase measured on the 300 m baseline andpredicted for a 100 m baseline using the structure function exponent. These are nice,intuitive plots that can easily be used to compare sites.� The three dimensional probability functionP (��; �; v);where �� is the rms phase on a reference baseline, � is the exponent of the phase structurefunction power law (together �� and � de�ne the phase structure function), and v is thewind velocity aloft. This information is required to determine how well phase calibrationtechniques, such as fast switching or paired antenna phase calibration, will work.� The distribution of phase conditions with time of day or other parameters. This will beuseful for planning the array use strategy.Finally, the database of primary data products can be joined with the opacity database andthe weather station database. The resulting joint database will provide many correlational dataproducts that can be important diagnostics for understanding the dynamics of the atmosphere(Holdaway, Ishiguro, and Morita 1995).Analysis of the phase time series and generation of the primary and derived data productsrequire both new software and some experimentation. This memo documents our current viewof the data processing used to obtain the primary data products. Analysis of correlations inthe �nal joint database must wait until there is a substantial amount of site data from whichwe can draw statistical conclusions. 2



Data CalibrationAn interferometer will detect atmospheric uctuations on time scales ranging from 0 toa few times b=v, where b is the physical baseline. Radiosonde measurements indicate typicalwinds aloft are 5 m s�1 above Mauna Kea (Schwab 1992) and 10 m s�1 above Cerro Chajnantor(Schwab private communication), so crossing times are 30 to 60 s. The phase structure func-tion is the variance of the phase as a function of baseline, calculated over many atmosphericinstantiations, usually approximated as many crossing times. The site test interferometer di-rectly measures the phase structure function on a single 300 m baseline, and we require about10 minutes of data to ensure many crossing times. Determining the baseline crossing time,which indicates the atmospheric velocity, also requires several crossing times.On 10 minute time scales, however, there are signi�cant phase variations caused by satellitemotion and thermal changes in the instrument. These manifest themselves as gross, primarillylinear, trends in the data. When the satellite motion changes direction, or when temperaturehas a second time derivative, there can also be curvature in the instrumental contributionto the phase. Examination of the data indicates removal of a quadratic trend is sometimesrequired. If satellite motion causes �ve turns of phase per 24 hours, then the rms phase aboutthe mean over 1024 s1 would be inated by as much as 20�. Even after removing a lineartrend from a 1024 s series, satellite motion could still contribute as much as 0:25� to the rmsphase, which is comparable to the expected atmospheric contribution during good conditions.In fact, some data indicate if a quadratic term were not removed, the rms phase over 1024 swould be inated by as much as 3�, much more than can be explained by the satellite motion.These data are probably a�ected by thermal drifts of the instrument. If a quadratic trend is�t over the 1024 s, however, satellite motion can contribute no more than 0:001� to the rmsphase, which is substantially less than the interferometer sensitivity or the best atmosphericconditions. Finally, subtracting a quadratic �t over a suitably long time will not alter theatmospheric phase uctuations signi�cantly. Simulations with typical power law exponents forthe structure function indicate removing a quadratic trend from the 1024 s phase time seriesremoves only about 1% of the atmospheric phase uctuations.In the presence of signi�cant instrumental phase noise, the power spectrum of the interfer-ometer phase is ill behaved at high frequencies. Hence, only those lower frequencies where theatmospheric phase uctuations are much higher than the instrumental phase jitter can be usedto estimate the phase structure function exponent. In addition, it is not at all straightforwardto remove the instrumental power spectrum from the measured power spectrum. Holdaway,Ishiguro, and Morita (1995) demonstrate, however, the spatial phase structure function can bedetermined from the temporal structure function of the interferometer phase. Indeed this issometimes better than using the power spectrum. For times shorter than the crossing time,the temporal structure function of the interferometer phase, �D�(t), is related to the spatial1Although powers of two have no special meaning for calculating the phase structure function, we havecontinued with a 1024 s time series in this memo as a vestage of using the power spectrum to determine thestructure function exponent. Using the temporal structure function to determine the structure function exponentwill allow a shorter time series, perhaps 600 s. 3



structure function, D�(�), as �D�(t) = p2D�(�)j�=vt: (2)Furthermore, the temporal structure function is well behaved in the presence of instrumentalnoise. The temporal structure function of the instrumental phase can be removed from thetemporal structure function of the measured phase by simple di�erencing,�Dcal� (t) = �Ddata� (t)� �Dinstr� (t): (3)In terms of the rms phase of the time series,�cal(t) = q�2data(t)� �2instr(t): (4)Simulations indicate that even after an instrumental term up to 5 times larger than the at-mospheric phase uctuations has been removed, the structure function exponent and the rmsatmospheric phase can still be determined to an accuracy of about 20%. To demonstrate theseconcepts, Figure 1 shows the power spectrum of a phase time series from Chile that appearsto be limited by white instrumental phase noise, and Figure 2 shows the temporal phase struc-ture function of the same time series, both before and after the instrumental term has beensubtracted.During the best conditions on Mauna Kea, we have not seen any times when instrumentalphase noise obviously contributes to the structure function (and hence to the rms phase). Atthe summit, the best phase conditions measured on a 100 m baseline are about 0.1 degree rmsat 30� elevation, uncorrected for airmass e�ects (Masson, 1993). This scales to 0.23 degrees rmsfor a 300 m baseline if the structure function exponent is 0.75, the median value. These data areconsistent with the lowest rms phases we measure at the VLBA site. The structure functionexponent, �, does tend however toward low values during the best phase conditions. Thisimplies either the phase is dominated by water vapor in a thin screen or that � is arti�ciallyattened by instrumental noise on short time scales. We are still looking for an instrumentalterm in the Mauna Kea data, but until we �nd clear evidence, we do not plan to subtract anyinstrumental term from the data.During the very best conditions on the Chilean site, on the other hand, there is a clearindication of instrumental noise in the temporal structure function. During those conditions,the square root of the structure function on short time scales saturates at about 0:25�. Fur-thermore, we can iteratively subtract white noise from the structure function until it no longerattens out on the shortest times. While the convergence rate varies for di�erent data, thisprocess converges to a common white noise amplitude of 0:25� 0:02� rms. When we subtractthis noise from the phase structure functions, we �nd the power law �t stays reasonable downto 1-2 seconds. There may still be residual instrumental phase noise in the structure functionat the level of 0:05� rms, but this is much lower than the best atmospheric conditions and doesnot a�ect the structure function exponent.The 0:25� rms white noise in the temporal structure function of the interferometer phasecorresponds to 0:25�=p2 white noise in the measured phase time series. Hence, we subtract0:18� in quadrature from the rms phases to obtain the �nal calibrated value.4



Primary Data ProductsRMS Phase. The single most useful piece of information is the rms phase calculated fora time long compared to the crossing time, after the gross trends and phase noise have beenremoved. The cumulative distribution of the calibrated rms phase at 11.2 GHz on a 300 mbaseline for May 10-26 on the Chile site is shown in Figure 3. For easy comparison with theSMA archive of data for Mauna Kea, we have converted this to microns of path length on a100 m baseline using the structure function exponents derived below (Figure 4). The satelliteelevation is 36�, or 1.7 airmasses. Holdaway and Ishiguro (1995) and Treuhaft and Lanyi (1987)indicate that for short baselines (i.e., 300 m), the phase errors scale with the square root ofthe airmass. Hence to estimate the zenith path length uctuations, we divide the measureductuations by 1.3.Phase Structure Function Exponent. As indicated above, the exponent of the powerlaw �t to the temporal structure function of the interferometer phase should be equal to thepower law exponent of the spatial phase structure function. It is crucial to subtract the in-strumental phase noise from the temporal structure function before �tting the power law.Otherwise, the noise will inate the rms phase on short times during good conditions andlower � by 0.1-0.3. We estimate residual instrumental noise is less than 0:05� rms, which willlower � only about 0.01 under the best atmospheric conditions. To avoid the a�ects of theresidual instrumental noise, we ignore the 1 s point in �tting the exponent. The temporalstructure function of the interferometer phase will also turn over at times comparable to thecrossing time, so we must also include an upper time limit when �tting the power law. Thisupper limit is determined iteratively (see below).In Figure 5 we show the structure function exponent plotted against the rms phase, be-fore and after subtracting the noise. Even after correcting for the instrumental noise, � stilldecreases somewhat during the lowest rms phase conditions. While this could be caused byresidual instrumental noise, our estimates of any residual instrumental e�ect are consistent witha true decrease of the structure function exponent. This is also seen at Nobeyama (Holdaway,Ishiguro, and Morita 1995), where the instrumental function is smaller and the atmosphericphase uctuations are larger. Exponents intermediate between the Kolmogorov values of 0.83for a thick atmosphere and 0.33 for a thin atmosphere can be obtained from a superposition ofa thick and a thin layer. Hence during the very good conditions in Chile, most of the turbulentwater vapor seems to be in a thin (� 300 m) layer. This may be the boundary of the inversionlayer that often forms 500-1000 m above that site. In the distribution of � (Figure 6), notethe sharp cuto� near 0.83 and the more gradual approach to 0.33. The distribution of � andthe relationship between � and rms phase suggest there is an everpresent thin turbulent watervapor layer and a thick turbulent water vapor layer of variable strength that dominates thephase in all but the best conditions.\Corner Time" and Velocity Aloft. The corner time, tc, analogous to Masson's (1993)corner frequency, is the time scale where the phase structure function turns over. We determineit iteratively: we �t a power law to the temporal phase structure function between 2 and 15 stime scales and �nd the mean phase between 50 and 300 second time scales. Unlike the power5



spectrum, the temporal phase structure function is (approximately) at at long times. The timewhere the two �ts intersect determines the new upper limit for the power law �t to the shorttime scales and the new lower limit for the mean of the long time scales. This process usuallyconverges in three iterations. The corner time can be related to the crossing time of the array,and hence to the velocity, by atmospheric simulations (i.e., similar to Holdaway, Ishiguro, andMorita 1995). Simulations of atmospheres with velocities of 5-20 m s�1 and structure functionexponents of 0.37-0.73 indicate tthe scaling between tc and atmospheric velocity v dependsupon the structure function exponent, v = s(�)B=tc; (5)where b is the nonprojected baseline, ands(�) = 0:91�+ 0:35� 0:03: (6)The uncertainty is estimated from the scatter in the simulations. To demonstrate the derivedwind velocity aloft is actually measuring something, we provide a time series of the derivedwind aloft and compare it to the measured surface wind velocity (Figure 7). The scatter in thederived wind aloft indicates there are probably some systematic errors causing uncertainties ofmore than a factor of 2 (see the scatter around time = 21.2), but also there are times whenthe scatter in the derived velocity is as low as 30% (see time = 20.8). Since the velocity ofthe winds aloft is a strong function of altitude and the interferometer samples the velocityat all altitudes where turbulent water vapor exists, we do not expect an unambiguous result.We are still investigating other possible means of estimating the wind velocity aloft from theinterferometer phase time series. Software DevelopmentThe data calibration, reduction, and analysis has been prototyped using UNIX shell scripts,SM, and SDE (Cornwell, Briggs, and Holdaway, 1995). Rather than using this heterogeneousassortment of software for the production data reduction, we plan to add the analysis to thedata acquisition software, which is written with LabView. We will then calculate the primarydata products for each 1024 s period at the site. A table of these statistics will be small enoughto be transmitted daily by telephone. ReferencesCornwell, T.J., Briggs, D.S., and Holdaway, M.A., 1995, SDE Users Guide.Holdaway, M.A., and Ishiguro, Masato, 1995, MMA Memo 127, \Dependence of Tropo-spheric Path Length Fluctuations on Airmass."Holdaway, M.A., Ishiguro, Masato, and Morita, K.-I., 1995, MMA Memo ???, \Analysis ofthe Spatial and Temporal Phase Fluctuations Above Nobeyama."Masson, C.R., 1994, \Atmospheric E�ects and Calibration", in Astronomy with Millimeterand Submillimeter Wave Interferometry, eds. Ishiguro and Welch.6
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Figure 1: How instrumental phase noise a�ects the interferometer data: the square root of thepower spectrum of a phase time series that is limited by white instrumental phase noise. Thehigh frequencies are so corrupted by noise that a valid slope cannot be �t to the atmosphericuctuations, and a turnover indicative of the atmospheric velocity is hard to discern. Thepower spectrum is also too poorly behaved to be able to remove an instrumental function.8
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Figure 2: How instrumental phase noise a�ects the interferometer data: the square root ofthe temporal structure function of the same time series, both before the instrumental noiseis removed (open squares) and after 0:25� rms white noise is subtracted (�lled squares). Thesloping line is the �t to the atmospheric uctuations and has a slope of �. The intersectionof the two lines de�nes the \corner time" tc. The oscillations on long times are probably anindication of the atmospheric velocity, but we have not yet exploited this information.9



Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of rms phase in degrees at 11.2 GHz on a 300m baseline for1995 May 10-26 on the Chile site. The satellite elevation is 36�, so zenith uctuations wouldbe about 1.3 times lower. 10



Figure 4: Cumulative distribution of rms path length in microns estimated for a 100m baselinefor May 10-26 on the Chile site. The data have not been corrected to the zenith. The solidcurve is the rms phase after the 0:18� white noise has been subtracted, and the dashed curveis without calibration. 11



Figure 5: Structure function exponent � plotted against the rms phase (a) prior to removingthe instrumental term, and (b) after variance subtraction of a 0:25� white noise. Data for 1995May 10-26 on the Chile site.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the structure function exponent � for 1995 May 10-26 on the Chilesite. 13



Figure 7: Derived velocity of the winds aloft as a function of time (small boxes) and measuredsurface wind velocity as a function of time (large triangles) for 1995 May 20-22 on the Chilesite. 14


